365
HEALTH
WEALTH
UNLOCK CORE NUTRITION
HONORS
4 ProArgi-9+ Single Serves

2 ProArgi-9+, 1 Omega-3, 1 Vitamin D3, 1 CoQ10

1 ProArgi-9+, 2 Mistica, 1 CoreGreens Capsules

GO

CORE NUTRITION ELITE PACK
1 ProArgi-9+, 2 Health Shake, 1 Crave Control, 1 Body Cleanse, 1 Calorie Burner
2 Mistica, 1 Core Greens, 1 ProArgi-9+ (Mixed Berry or Citrus Berry)
$169 • 150 CV

Reinforce your nutritional foundation by addressing the core

nutrition guidelines. Through Green Fusion Technology—an

of your health needs with strengthening and detoxifying

advanced process that concentrates chlorophyll—you

formulas. Ensure that your basic
nutrition needs
are
covered
can absorb all the benefits of Core Greens’ ingredients.
1 ProArgi-9+,
1 e9,
1 ProArgi-9+
Active
and you’ll discover a renewed sense of vitality in everything

Chlorophyll has been shown to protect healthy cells, support

you do. Whether you’re in your 20s or your 60s, making the

immunity and act as a natural deodorizer.

Core Nutrition products a staple in your daily routine will
complement your health regimen. Drink in the good and

ProArgi-9+ is a powerful blend of amino acids l-arginine and

eliminate the bad for stable health.

l-citrulline, and a potent mixture of vitamins and minerals.
L-arginine is the star ingredient of this formulation and

Mistica is a proprietary blend that is rich in free-radical

has the scientific properties to convert into nitric oxide, a

fighting antioxidants and is loaded with essential fatty

molecule that enhances the cardiovascular system The far-

acids. By neutralizing free radicals, the antioxidants aid

reaching benefits of ProArgi-9+ have solidified its reputation

in countering cell inflammation and premature aging.

as a powerful tool for overall elite health.

Mistica also contains essential fatty acids that aid in
digestive tract function, phytotesterols that help maintain
normal cholesterol levels, and anthocyanins that support
cardiovascular function.
Core Greens are packed with the goodness found in fruits,
vegetables, herbs and grasses. For those who do not
consume the amount of phytonutrients their bodies crave on
a daily basis, Core Greens Capsules can help in meeting daily

